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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
 

• A New Yiddish CD from Tatarstan and old Yiddish Music 
from Maizel collection received by SaveTheMusic.com STM-008 • 03-17-2002

Tatar what? Tatarstan? Where is Tatarstan? How do you say Tatarstan in Yiddish? 

What do YOU have in common with somebody in the city of Kazan?
Can you even point out the exact location of this city? 

If you cannot it is ok since few can but now, even if you cannot find the city, you can listen to their 
Yiddish music at SaveTheMusic.com new release area 
http://www.savethemusic.com/releases.html. 

As more and more people come out of the shadows of the communist regime, more and more 
Yiddish performers come up with new refreshing recordings. 

This one by the Jewish Vocal Quartet entitled "Simkhe" include many beautiful songs, some you'll 
recognize as old traditional songs, some new ones you'll enjoy and then some popular inside the 
Russian empire but long since forgotten in the Western world. 

Now, thanks to our friends in Tatarstan you can enjoy this recording. 

In addition, we have just found a collection of tapes recorded at Tuvie Maizel's Jewish Concerts in 
Mexico City. With these new, recorded live, at the Bellas Artes Palace in Mexico City for over 10 
years, we are making sure Mr. Maizel's work is saved for posterity. 

Visit SaveTheMusic.com where everyday there are new surprises coming up from all over the 
world. 

Have old Jewish records? Send them to us at 5436 Harvest Run Dr, San Diego CA. 92130-4878 

PS. Tatarstan in Yiddish is Tatar-land. 
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